JOIN THE FIGHT AGAINST
ANTISEMITISM AND HATE
IN YOUR COMMUNITY

ADL's Signature Synagogue Program ignites
congregation-wide commitment to raising awareness
and speaking out against antisemitism and hate.
This Program creates a unifying initiative for
community education and engagement. Signature
Synagogues will have direct access to ADL's
programs, resources and learning opportunities.
The Program will culminate with recognition for
each community's efforts to address and counter
local issues.

To learn more, contact David White, Associate Director of Jewish
Outreach at dwhite@adl.org or visit www.nynj.adl.org/signature-
synagogue-program/
PAYMENT OPTIONS

Registering for Signature Synagogue Program involves a one-time contribution to ADL New York/New Jersey. This meaningful gift will cover the cost of all Signature Synagogue programmatic components for one year of participation. In an effort to include synagogues of all sizes and budgets, there are several payment options available:

- **SUPPORTER: $500**
  - Institutional recognition as a leader in the fight against antisemitism and hate
  - One Words to Action (WTA) workshop
  - Staff and lay leadership briefing by ADL staff on the state of antisemitism locally and nationally
  - Consistent access to ADL resources including monthly newsletters and conference calls highlighting ADL's work

- **PARTNER: $1,000**
  - All the opportunities and resources included in Supporter registration plus:
    - One Expert Speaker Event
    - Discounted tickets to ADL's Never Is Now: Summit on Antisemitism and Hate (free to all if held virtually)

- **CHAMPION: $1,500**
  - All the opportunities and resources included in Partner registration plus:
    - Never Is Now Briefing and Q&A with ADL staff following the conference
    - Two additional programs (Speaker Event and/or Words to Action workshop)